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ABSTRACT
The concept of mixed-type duality has been extended to the class of
multiobjective fractional programming problems. A number of duality relations
are proved to relate the efficient solutions of the primal and its mixed-type dual
problems. The results generalize duality results obtained for nonliear programming
problems under various convexity assumptions.
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1. Introduction. Consider the following multiobjective programming
problem:
(MP) Minimize f(x) =[f1(x),f2(x), ... ,fk(x)],
subject to h(x):::::; 0, xEX,
where f-X~Rk, h:X~Rm are twice differentiable functions, Xis an open convex
subset of Rn.
Let .X0={xEX!g(x):s;O}
be the set of feasible solution of (MP).
Optimality and duality for multiobjective programming problems have been
obtained under various kinds of convexity or generalized convexity assumptions,
such as Weir and Mond [9], Weir [10] and Egudo [3,4].
For multiobjective programming problems, Preda [8] proved variuos duality
results under the assumptions of CF,p)-convexity and generalized (F,p)-convexity on
the functions involved. Recently, Panclian and Kanniappan [5] have introduced (b,F)-convex
functions and obtained duality results for nonlinear programming problem. Panclian [6] defined
(b,F,p )-convex functions and established daulityresults for multiobjective programming problem.
Patel [7] defined (b,F,p)-pseudoconvex functions and (b,F,p)-quasiconvex functions, and
established duality results for multiobjective fractional programming problem. Zu [11]
considered a mixed type dual for multiobjective programming problem and established various
duality results under (b,F, p)-convexity assumptions.
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In this paper, we have considered the mixed type dual of Xu[ll] for
multiobjective fractional programming problem and established various duality
results by relating efficient solutions between this mixed type dual pair assuming
the functions to be (b,F,p)-convex and their generalizations.
2. Definitions and Preliminaries. We use the following notations for
vector inequalities. For x,yERn, we have
x ::;;y iff x ::;;y,
i=l,2, ... ,n,
x<y iff xi <yi,
i= 1,2, ... ,n.
Here xy or xty denote the inner product, the index set K= {1,2, ... ,k} and
M={l,2,. ..,m}.
Definition 2.1 A functional F:XxXxRn~R is sublinear if any x,xoEX,
F(x,x 0 ;a 1 + a 2 )::;;F(x,x 0 ;ai)+F(x,x 0 ;a 2 } for any a 1 ,a 2 E Rn

and
F(x,x 0 ;aa )= aF(x,x0 ;a} for any a

E

R,a 2:: O,a E Rn.

So we hve F(x,x0 ;0)=0.
Let X be an open convex subset of Rn and let R + be the set of positive real
numbers. Let the functions fi, and bi, i= 1,2,. .. ,k; hj and cj,j= 1,2, ... ,m; <I> and b be as
follows :
f;,,hi,<j>:X ~Rand b,bi,ci: XxX ~R....
Let p,pi, i = 1,2, ... ,k and Yj• j = 1,2, ... ,m be real and also the function
d (.,.)-.XxX~R such that d(x,x)=O for any x.
We use the following definitions in sequel.
Definition 2.2. (Pandian [6]). The function¢ is said to be (b,F,p)-convex at x 0, if
for all x EX such that
F(x,x 0 ;V<J>(x 0 ))+ pd 2 (x,x 0 )::;; b(x,x 0 l<!>(x)-¢(x 0 )].

Definition 2.3 (Patel [7]). The function¢ is said to be (b,.F,p)-pseudoeonvex at x 0 ,
if for all xEX such that
F(x,x 0 ; V<j>(x 0 ))2::-pd 2 (x,x(0 ))~ b(x,x 0 l<!>(x)-$(x 0 )).

Definition 2.4. (Patel [7]). The function$ is said to be (b,F,p)-quasioconvex at
if for all x EX such that
<l>(x)::;; c!>(x 0 )~ b(x,x 0 )F(x,x 0 ;V<j>(x 0 ))::;;-pd 2 (x,x 0 ).

Definition 2.5. (Patel [7]). The function
pseudoconvex at x 0, if for all xEX such that

<!>

is said to be strictily (b,F,p)-

F(x,x 0 ; V<j>(x 0 ))2:: -pd 2 (x,x 0 ):::} b(x,x 0 )$(x) > b(x,x 0 )<1>~ 0 ).
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Now we use the term "generalized (b,F,p)-convexity" to indicate (b,F,p)pseudoconvexity, (b,F,p)-quasiconvexity, etc. Let 1=(1 1 ,1 2 , ... ,ln) be thendimensional vector function and each of its components be (b,F,p)-convex
(generalized (b,F,p)-convex) at the same pointx0. Also letp=(p 1,p2'···,Pn) be a vector
constant such that pi2:0 for all i=l,2, ... ,n. Then
(a)
IN 4C.) is IN (bi,F,pi)-convex at x 0 .
eachpfi(.) is Pi-(bi,F,pi)-convex at x 0 , and hence
(c)
1(.) is IN (bi,F,pi)-convex at x 0 .
These properties will be used frequently through out the paper. We state
the following proposition, which will be needed in the proof of the strong duality
theorem.
Proposition 2.1. Let x be a weak minimum for (P) at which the Kuhn-Tucker
constraint qualification is satisfied. Then there exists t.. E Rk , f3 E Rm such that
p.'vf(x)+

=0,

13Th(x)=O,

/,2:0,[32:0,/,Te=l,

where e is the vecto:r of Rk, the components of which are all ones.
Now, we consider the following multiobjective fractional programming
problem:

.

.

. . .

f(x) _ rl fi(x) f2(x)

fk(x)]

(MEPJ Minimize - ()- - () ' - (),. ..,-()'
g x Lg1 x g2 x
gk x

subject to h(x):::::O, xeX,
where Xis a non-empty open convex subset of Rn, f,g:X-+Rk, h:X-+Rm are twice
differentiable functions. Also we assume that f(.x)'?.0, g(x)>O.
Following Bector et al. [1], the problem (MFP)u stated below is associated
with the given problem (MFP) for veRk.
(MFP)u

MiPimize ~ (x )- vig1 (x),f2(x )- v2g 2(x),. .. ,fk(x)- ukgk(x)],

subject to h(x) ::::: 0, xeX.
The following lemma connecting (MFP) and (MFP)u has been established
by Bector et al. [2].

Lemma 2.1. Let x 0 be an efficient solution to (MFP). Then there exists u0 e R!
such that x 0 is efficient to program (MFP)v, where R! is the positive orthant of
Rk.

3. Mixed Type Duality. We divide the index setM of the constraint function
of the problem (MFP) into two distinct subsets, namely j and q such thatM =juq,and
let
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13~hi.)= L)ih/), and 13~hq(.)= Ll3qhq(.~A. E Rk ,13 E Rm and let e be the vector of Rk
j

q

whose components are all ones. We introduce the following mixed type dual of
Xu[ll] for (MFP)u:
(FD)

maximize ((r(u)-utg(u))+13~hiu)eJ
subject to v[~(r(u)-vtg(u))]+v13th(u)=O,

(3.1)

f(u)-utg(u);;::O,

(3.2)

13~hq(u);;:: 0,

(3.3)

13;;::0,A.;;::O,~e=l.

(3.4)

Note that we get a Mond-Weir dual [9] for)=$ and a Wolfe dual [12] for q=$ in
(FD) respectively.
Here we present a number of duality results between (VFP)u and (FD) by
imposing various (b,F,p)-convexity conditions upon the objective and constraint
functions. We begin with a situation in which all of the functions are (b,F,p)-convex.
Subsequently, we formulate more general duality criteria in which the generalized
(b,F,p)-convexity requirements are placed on certain combinations of the objective
and constraint functions.
Let Y denote the set of all feasible solution of (FD).
Theorem 3.1. Assume that for all feasible x for (1lFP)u and for all feasible (u,/.,v,13)
for (FD),
(a)
for each iEK, [;,(.), -gl) is (bi,F,pi)-convex with bi(x,u)>O, and for each) EM,
h/) is (cj'F,y}-convex.
Further if either
(b)

for each iEK, A.i>O with LKl·iPi + LMl3iYi;;:: 0,

(c)

LKA.ipi+LMl3iyi>0.

Then the following cannot hold:

[ti (x)-uigi(x)]+ 13~hix)~ [t;(u)-vigi(u)]+ f3~hiu),

for all iEK,

(3.5)

and

[fr(x)-urgr(x)]+ 13~hix)< [f,.(u)-urgr(u)]+ 13~hj(u), for some rEK.

(3.6)

Proof. If x=u, then a weak duality theorem holds trivially. So, we assume that
From (3.1), we have

x:t=u.
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F[x,u; V!!({(u)-rl g(u))+ v13th(u )]=· 0

(3.7)

Suppose contrary to the result, we assume that equations (3.5) and (3.6)
hold. Then in view of feasibility of x for (MFP)V' we have
~(x)-uigi(x)]::;~(u)-vigi(u)]+l3jh/u) for all iEK,

(3.8)

and

[fr(x)-urgr(x)]< [fr(u)-vrgr(u)]+ 13~h)u) for some rEK.
From the strict positivity of each component Ai of A and the fact that it

;.t e =1, it follows that
l!~(x)-vigi(x)]+ 13}h/x) <I! [t:(u)- uigJu)]+ 13}hj(u)

.

(3.9)

Using the definitions of (bi.F;pi)-convexity of <Ji(.)-vigi(.)), with bi(x,u)>O,
iEK, and (cj,F,·y)-convexity of h}.),}EM, we have

bi(x,ulfi(x)-vig.(x)]-b;(x,u)l/:(u)- v,g;(u)]
:;: : F[x,u; V(/; (x)- v,gi (x ))] + P;d 2 (x, u), for all i EK,

(3.10)

and

hj(u)]~ F[x,u;V(h/u))]+ y jd 2 (x,u), for alljEM,
Multiplying (3.lOJ by Ai, (3.11) by

(3.11)

13j, and adding the resulting inequalities, we get

bi(x,uXfi.i({;(x)- uigi(x))]+ c/x,uXh/x )]-bi(x,ull. il(u)-uigi(u)]-c j(x,u jh/u)]
~F[x,u;V(t;(x)-vigi(x ))+

z)·;Pi +z)Jrj]d 2 (x,u}
K

(3.12)

M

Since bi(x,u)>O, c}x,u)>O, and using (3.7), we have

(r(x )-vt g(x))]+ 13t [h(x)]- ~! f(u )- ut g(u )]-13t[h(u)] ~ 0.

(3.13)

Since M=jvq, so

13th0= 13jh/.)+ 13~hq(),

(3.14)

and therefore the above inequality along with (3.9), implies
13~hq(x)-13~hq(u )> 0.

(3.15)

Now since (u).,v,~)E Y, from (3.3)

13~hq (x) > 0 ,

(3.16)
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which is a contradiction to the fact that x is feasiable for (MFP)u and therefore
(3.5) and (3.6) cannot hold.
In this case the multipliers Ai of the objective function (tJ)- vigJ)) need

(c)

not be strictly positive, and it gives~ in place of< of (3.9). If we assume the condition
in (c), we get > in place of~ of (3.13). So, we get (3.15) and we conclude thetheorem
as in the case of (b), and it completes the proof.
The above theorem has a number of important special cases which can be
identified by the properties of (b,F,p)-convex functions. Here we state some of them
as corollaries.
Corollary 3.1. Assume that for all feasiblex for (MFP), and for all feasible (u,A,v,p)
for (FD),
(a)

for each iEK,

(f;(.)-v;gJ)) is (bi,F,pJ-convex,

bi(x,u)>O with and for each

jEM, j3~hl) is (cj,F, rJ-convex.

Further it either
for each iE.K,

(b)

(c) LKAiPi

}"i

> 0 with LKAiPi + LMy j ~ 0, or

+ LMY j > 0,

then (3.5) and (3.6) cannot hold.

Proof. Since h/.) is (cj,F,yj)-oonvex, whenever
j3j

~

13},h).), is !31 ,(c1 ,F,

convex and

0, the proof is similar to Theorem 3.1.

Corollary 3.2. Assume that for all feasible x for (MFP\ and for all feasible (u).,v, !3)
for (FD), assume that Corollary 3.1 holds, except instead of 13~h).) is (ci,F,
convex, the function (u )--+I: Ml3~h)u) is (c,F,y)-convex, and instead of Corollary
3.l(b) and (c), the following conditions hold, respectively:
(b)

for each iE.K, Ai> 0 with L:K}'iPi + y ~ 0, and

(c)

°LKAiPi + y > 0 .

Then (3.5) and (3.6) cannot hold.
We note that in Theorem 3.1, each constraint function h/.) is assumed to
be (cj,F,yj)-convex, whereas in Corollary 3.2, all constraint functions are
aggregated into one (c,F,y)-convex function. So, it is possible to consider a situation
intermediate between these two extreme cases (keeping in view the partition of
the constraint function in the objective function of the dual problem (FD)), in
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which some of the constraint functions can be combined into (c,F,y)-convex function
while the rest are individually (b,F,y)-convex. Situations of this type are presented
in the next two corollaries.
Corollary 3.3. Assume that for all feasible x for (MFP)u and for all feasible (u,A.,v, f3)
for (FD),
(a)

for each iEK, tJ),-g;(.) is (bi,F,pi)-convex with bJx,u)> 0, and f3~hl) is

(cj,F;1J-convex, whereas f3~hq(.) is (cq,F,yq)-convex.
Further if either
(b)

for each iEK,

(c)

"Zxl•;Pi+·t_;+"Zqyq>O.

"A;> 0

with :EKl·iPi + yj + LqYq :?! 0' or

Then (3.5) and (3.6) cannot hold.
Corollary 3A. Assume that for all feasiblex for (MFP)u and for all feasible (u,A.,v,f3)
for (FD),
{a)

for each iEK, t;(.),-g;(.) is (bi,F,pJ-convex with bi(x,u)> 0, and 13~hl) is

(cj,F;rJ-eonvex, whereas f3~hq(.) is (cq,F,yq)-convex.
Further if either,
(b)

for each iEK, /,; > 0 with 2.Kl'iPi + Yj + Yq :?! O·, or

(c)

L,K;\P; +

>0.

Then (3.5) and
cannot hold.
Corollary 3.5. Assume that for all feasiblex for (MFP)u and for all feasible (u,A.,v,f3)
for (FD), and
(a)

/!~(.)- ut g(.)]+ f3t h(.) is {c,F,-r )-convex.
Further if either,

(b)

for each iEK, A;> 0 with p :?! 0, or

(c)

p>0

Then (3.5) and (3.6) cannot hold.
In the rest of this section, we use the generalized (b,F,p)-convexity. So, we
restrict ourselves in most of the cases to situations in which only scalarizations
of the objective and constraint functions are considered. The related corollaries
can also be seen as in the case of Theorem 3.1. Therefore we do not state these
corollaries explicitly.
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Theorem 3.2. Assume that for all feasible x for (MFP\ and for all feasible (u,A,v, j3)
for (FD),
(a)

j3~hq(.) is

(b)

for iEK, Ai> 0 and ~{.1-gJ))+ 13)hl) is both (bi,F;y;)-quasiconvex and

(b,F,p )-quasiconvex.

(bi,F, yJ-pseudoconvex with

"£K).iyi

+ p z 0.

Then (3.5) and (3.6) cannot hold.
Proof. If x=u, then a weak duality theorem holds trivially, so we assume that
x-::F u. Since x

E

x

0

and (u,A.,v,~)e Y, we have

13~hq (x)::; 0::; f3~hq (u)

(3.17)

(b,F,p)-quasiconvexity in (a), in view of the above, implies that

b(x,u)F[x,u; v{J}~hq(u)]::;-pd 2 (x,u).

(3.18)

Since b(x,u)>O, so (3.18) becomes

F~,u; v{J3~hq(u))]::;-pd 2 (x,u).

(3.19)

The substitution of the duality constraint (3.1) in the first term of the above
implication gives us, along with (3.14)

F[x,u; vJ!(t(u)-vt g(u))+ f3jh)u)+ f3~hq(u)]::;-pd 2 (x,u).
So making use of the condition

"£KAiYi

(3.20)

+ p z 0 and as i.r e =1, we get

ld (x,u).

(3.21)

F[x,u;V{t:(u)-vigi(u))+ f3jh)u)]z -yid2 (x,u), for all iEK,

(3.22)

F[x,u;\7(fr(u)-vrgr(u))+f3jh)u)]z-yrd 2 (x,u), for some reK,

(3.23)

2>iF[x,u;V{t:(u)-vigi(u)}+ f3jhj(u)]z
K

2).iYi
K

2

J

Since Ai > 0, iEK, it follows from the above that

and

Suppose (3.22) holds, then the (bi,F, y;)-pseudoconvexity assumption in (b) gives
along with the feasibility of x for (VFP)v, for all ieK,

bi(x,u)[t;(x)-vigi(x)]zbi(x,u)[t;(u)-vigi(u)]+ f3jh)u).
Since bi(x,u)> 0, iEK. So (3.24) becomes

(3.24)
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[t;(x )-vigi(x)]?:: [t; (u )- vigi(u)]+ j3~hj(u).

(3.25)

Now, suppose (3.23) holds, then the equivalent form of the (bi,F, yJ-quasi-convexity
a...."'8Uillption in (b) gives, along with the feasibility of x for (MFP)u, for some ieK,

[t;(x)-vigi(x)]> [f;(u)-vigi(u)]+ j3~h/u).

(3.26)

So equations (3.25) and (3.26) show that (3.5) and (3.6) cannot hold, and it completes
the proof.
The following theorem 3.3 is stated without proof.
Theorem 3.3. Assume that for all feasible x for CMFP\ and for all feasible (u,A,v, j3)
for (FD),
(a)

13~hq(.) is (b,F;p) quasiconvex,

(b)

for each iEK, Ai >0 and ~(.)-uigJ))+j3~h).) is (bi,F,yJ-quasiconvex and

there exists some qEK such that it is strictly (bq,F,yq)-pseudoconvex (with the
corresponding component

f.q

of A positive) with

L,K')..iyi + p?:: 0.

Then {3.5) and (3.6) cannot hold.
Theorem 3.4. Assume that for all feasible x for (MFP)v and for all feasible (u,l,v, j3)
for (FD),
(a)

j3~hq(.) is (b,F,p)-quasiconvex,

(b)

for each iEK,

> 0 and t.T

is (b,F,y )-pseudoconvex with

p+y?::O.
Then (3.5) and (3.6) cannot hold.
Proof. As in the case of Theorem 3.2, we assume that x :f:. u and get (3.21). Now
using the condition p + ·1?:: 0 and by our {b,F,p)-pseudoconvexity assumption in (b),
we get

b(x,u~-T (t(x )- vt g(x))+ 13) h)x)]?:: b(x,u j;.r(t(u)- vt g(u))+ 13]h)u)}
Since,

b(x,u)> 0

(3.27)

so (3.27) becomes

~,T(r(x)-d g(x))+ 13]h/x)]?:: [1..r(t(u)-vt g(u))+13]h)u)].
Using the feasibility of x for (MFP)u and the fact that

1t(r(x}-vt g(x))?:: l.r(t(u )- v1g(u ))+ 13] h)u)

(3.28)

1..Te = 1

imply
(3.29)
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This concludes the theorem, since A; 2 0 for each i EK.

Theorem 3.5. Assume that for all feasible x for (MFP)v and for all feasible (u,A,,v,13)
for (FD),
(a)
and

for each iEK,

Ai> 0 and (t;(.)-vigJ))+ 13th(.) is both (b,F,p)-pseudoconvex

(b,F ,p)-quasiconvex with

I: KAiPi 2 0.

Then (3.5) and (3.6) cannot hold.
Proof. We assume that uu. From the duality constraint (3.1), we get (3.7).
Since

Ai > 0, i EK and the fact that 1.Te =1, 1,ve get
2>iF[x,u;V(h(u)-vigi(u))+ VJ3th(u)]= 0

(3.30)

K

a

Given that LKAiPi 20 and 2 (x,u) is always positive,

L>iF[x,u;V~(u)-viglu))+ v13th(u)]2~ :L1~;P;-jd 2 (x,u).

1

(3.31)

LK

K

Again using the nonnegativity of each

A;,i EK and (b,.F,p)-pseudoconvexity

and the equivalent form of (b,.F,p)-quasiconvexity in Theroem 3.5(a), it follows
from the above inequality that
~(x)-vigi(x)]+ 13th(x)2~(u)-vigi(u)]+13th(u), for all iEK,

(3.32)

and

[fr(x)-vrgr(x)]+Wh(x)>[fr(u)-vrgr(u)]+l31h(u), for some rEK.
Now using the feasibility of x for and (MFP)v and (u).,v,13) for (FD) provides us the
desired conclusion that (3.5) and (3.6) cannot hold.
Next we state the last weak duality theorem. The proof is on similar lines
as earlier.
Theorem 3.6. Assume that for all feasible x for (MFP\ and for all feasible (u)•.,v,fj)
for (FD),
(a)

foreach iEK, A;>O and

A!(r(.)-vtg(.))+13th(.)is (b,F,p)-convexwith p20,

or
(b)

A!(r(.)-vtg(.))+13th(.) is strictly (b,F,p)-convex with p20,

Then (3.5) and (3.6) cannot hold.
The assumption (b) above that

A!(r(.)-u1g(.))+13 1h(.) is strictly (b,F,p)-

convex can be replaced by much weaker conditions. It leads to the following
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corollary.
Corollary 3.6. Assume that for all feasible x for (MFP)v and for all feasible (u,A.,v, 13)
for (FD), assume that Theorem 3.6 holds, except that instead of (b) for each ieK,

(h(.)-vigJ))+13th(.) is (bi,F,pi)-convex with bi(x,u}>O and for at least one qeK,
(f,r,/)-vqgq())+ 13th(.) is strictly (bq,F,pq)·convex (with the corresponding
component /..q of

I~

positive) with l:xl"iPi 2:::0. Then (3.5) and (3.6) cannot hold.

Before proving strong duality theorem, we give the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that weak duality (any of the theorems 3.1-3.6 or any of the
corollary 3.1-3.6) holds between (MFP)v and (FD). IF
with

13rh(x) =0 and x is feasible for

(u,I,v,13) is efficient for

(MFP)v, then

(u,I,v,13) is feasibe for (FD)

x is efficient for

(MFP)v and

(FD).

Proof. On the contrary, we assume that
exists a feasible x for (MFP)v such that

x is not efficient for (MFP)v; then there

l/i(x)-vig.:(x)]s[/i(x)-uigi(x)l for all ieK

(3.33)

and

[fr(x)-urg,.(x)]s [fr(x)-u,.grCx)1 for some reK.
Since

(3.34)

13Th(x)= o(=> 13Jh(x)= o), we can write [/i(x}-vigi(x)]+ 13Th(x) in place of

[h(x)-uiglx)] in the right side of (3.33).
Now using the feasibility of x for (MFP\; and
contradiction to the weak duality. So,
show that

(u,I,v,13) for (FD), we get a

x is efficient for (MFP)v. Similarly, we can

(u,I,v,13) is efficient for (FD).

Now using this lemma in conjuction with necessary optimality conditions
(Proposition 2.1) of section 2, we establish the following strong duality theorem.
Theorem 3.7. Let x is an efficient solution for (FP)v and assume that x satisfies
the Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification for (FP)v. Then there exists I e Rk and

13 e.R"'

such that

(u,I,v,13) is feasible for (FD), along with the condition 13Th(x)= o.

Further if weak duality (Theorems 3.1-3.6 or Corollary 3.1-3.6) also holds between
(FP)v and (FD), then

(u,I,v,13) is efficient for (FD).

4. Conclusion. In this paper, we introduce a mixed type dual. Wole type
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and Mond-Weir type duals are special cases. We proposed new classes of generalized
(b,F,p)-convex functions and establish duality theorems and so extend the results
obtained by Pandian [6] and Xu [11].
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